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RULES
Preselection - maximum 1 minute showcase / freestyle to a song selected by the DJ
Battles - 16 dancers will be assigned to battles, thez will be be selected by a jury from preselection
The winner of each battle continues to the next round and the loser ends in the competition. In order for a competitor to advance, dancer must get a vote of at least two jurors of three. If all three
jurors are indecisive, there is another round to decide. The contest continues until only two dancers
/ two pairs remain. At that moment the final battle follows and the overall winner is chosen.

1) Eighth-finals - each dancer (each pair) has one battle entry (max. 1 minute)
2) Quarterfinals - each dancer (each pair) has one battle entry (max.1 minute)
3) Semi finals - each dancer (each pair) has two entries for a battle (max. 1 minute)
4) Final - each dancer (each pair) has three entries per battle (max. 1 minute)

During battles, music can alternate from oldschool, middleschool to new school.
Judges will evaluate technique, energy, musicality, knowledge, personality, flow, feeling and attitude.
In battles 2 vs 2 it is necessary that both dancers from each pair alternate in each entry, otherwise
this pair is automatically eliminated.
All dancers can compete in all of the categories (both battles + crew contest).
Registration fee for battles is 300 CZK / person (free for full pass holders).
The registration fee must be paid within 3 working days of registration, otherwise the registration is
not considered valid. By paying the fee, the competitor agrees with the organizer's rules.
The dancer must under no circumstances endanger the health of any person present, if he / she
does so, he / she is automatically excluded from the competition.
The dancer is obliged to respect the selection of songs from the DJ, any protests are ignored.
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WINNER PRIZE 1 vs. 1
RETURN TICKET TO JAMAICA FROM GERMANY + 150 EUR!
WINNER PRIZE 2 vs. 2
ACCOMMODATION IN BELLEH HOUSE (Kingston, Jamaica) ONE WEEK + 120 EUR + GIFT VOUCHER
FOR PUMA !
The organizer of the competition MIRNO s. r. o. reserves the right to change the course of the competition, with a timely warning of all competitors.

REGISTRATION:
meerosstylos@gmail.com
- Subject: Dancehall battles (1vs1 / 2vs2)
- Names and Dates of Birth of Dancers, It is necessary to specify a Responsible Person for the Couple (Spokesperson)
- Contact email (one only)
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Rules:
ONE ROUND ONLY
Dancehall crew will dance to the music of their choice.
Music must be sent in mp3 format to the registration email address by July 12th, 2019.
It is recommended to bring a USB flash drive with the music on the day of the competition as well.
Choreography length: 2-3 minutes
Number of dancers: minimum of 3
WINNER AWARD: 400 EUR!
The judges will evaluate the technique, musicality, synchronization, knowledge, choreographic
aspects (use of space, shapes, etc.), costumes, flow, feeling and attitude.
All dancers can dance in all categories (both battly + crew contest) Each dancer can only compete
with one crew.
Registration Fee: CZK 1000 / If all members have a full pass, they do not have to pay a registration
fee.
The registration fee must be paid within 5 working days of registration, otherwise the registration is
not considered valid.
Dancers must under no circumstances endanger the the health of any person present, if they will
do so, they will automatically be excluded from the competition.
If the contestants have full pass and thus do not pay the registration, they agreed to the terms by
sending full pass payments.
REGISTRATION:
meerosstylos@gmail.com
- Subject: Crew Contest
- Names and Dates of Birth of Dancers, It is necessary to specify a Responsible Person for Crew
(Speaker)
- crew name
- contact email - only one
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